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1952 WILLYS
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PAIR ROZANE VASES, WILKSON ENGLAND
LIMOGES PITCHER
LIMOGES TEA POT & 4 CUPS/SAUCERS, P&C FRANCE
GOLD FRAME WALL MIRROR
FLOWERED JAPAN BOWL
LEFTON BOY & GIRL WALL PLAQUES
LARGE CAPODIMONTE FLOWERED VASE
7 PC BELLANO CASA CERAMIC SET
LARGE TURKEY PLATTER
SEVERAL LIQUOR DECANTERS
OAK PEALED TABLE w/TILED TOP
SEVERAL NICE WALL PICTURES
VINTAGE OAK CHINA CABINET
5 FT MAHOGANY QUEENE ANNE GLASS
SERPENTINE FRONT BUFFET
ROUND WALNUT PEDIESTAL CRAW FOUNT TABLE w/3 LEAVES THAT MAKE A 7-1/2 BANQUET TABLE
W/8 CHAIRS (2 ARM CHAIRS)
BRASS & CRYSTAL CHANDELIER w/15 LIGHTS
BROYHILL EARLY AMERICAN LOVE SEAT
PINE GATE LEG FOYER TABLE
INVCARE 9000 RIDE-LITE WHEEL CHAIR
PHILCO 5-1/2 FT FLOOR MODEL STEREO
2 CAST IRON GOATS w/ WAGONS
CAST IRON HORSE w/ ICE WAGON
SALAD MASTER 3 SQ FEET PAN
PORCELAIN POT w/LID
#3 GREEN DEPRESSION OIL LAMP
SEVERAL OLD OIL LAMPS
N.H. DIXON POTTERY Jug (Pre Civil War)
FULPER POTTERY BOWL
LOCKOTT POTTERY BOWL
5 PCS COMING WARE w/LIDS
IMPERIAL CANDY DISH
MILK GLASS HEN on NEST
SEVERAL CAST IRON FRYING PANS
FLUTED OPALESCENT DISH
8 IRIS & HERRINGBONE DEPRESSION PLATES
WOOL MAUL
SEVERAL PCS LEAD CRYSTAL
BRASS TEA KETTLE
VINTAGE NATIONAL PRESSURE COOKER
ICE-O-MAT ICE CRUSHER
FLOWERED GONE-THREE-WIND LAMP
ENTERPRISE COFFEE MILL Pat. Oct. 21, 1873
CARNIVAL CRACKLE GLASS PITCHER w/6 GLASSES
LEAD CRYSTAL PITCHER w/5 GLASSES
MARIGOLD CARNIVAL LACED EDGE BASKET
2 CARNIVAL VASES
PINK VASELINE COMPORT
CRYSTAL BOGESS BOWL
MILK GLASS PEDESTAL FRUIT BOWL
SEVERAL PCS PINK DEPRESSION PLATES
17 PCS CRYSTAL GLASSWARE w/GOLD BAND
26 PCS MIGNON FLORAL BAURIVA CHINA DISHES
LOTS OF CRYSTAL GLASSWARE
JOHN CHATTISON & SON 30 LB HANGING SCALES
WINTHURF w/ HAND CARVED FRONT w/CLEAR FEET
SEVERAL OLD BOOKS
1913 SCHOOL VASE
OAK BARREL DESK CHAR
PAIR BROYHILL END TABLES
6 PIAZOLA ORGAN ROLLS
WASH STAND MIRROR
LARGE STONEWARES
OIL BOTTLE SERVING SET
4 PC QUADRUPLE PLATE SERVING SET Pat 1895
NELCO PORTABLE SERVING MACHINE
VINTAGE WOOD FLOOR SWEEPER
HAND MADE CHINA CABINET
WING BACK CHIPPENDALE STRAIGHT CHAIR
CENTER TABLE
LARGE GILT CROCHETED OVAL TABLE CLOTH
SEVERAL OLD DRINK BOTTLES
DUNN N.C. PEPSI BOTTLE
VINTAGE KNIFE CARVING SET
SEVERAL LONG HANDLE TOOL SETS
2 TON HYDRAULIC JACK
SEVERAL BOXES NAILS ALL SIZES
HOLLAND GAS GRILL
N.C. STANDARD GAS GRILL
Saw Mill Belts
2 OLD CASH REGISTER NEEDS WORK
Gas Log Fire Place
Craftsman 16 Gas Stove Vac
Weed Eater Gas Hedge Trimmer
Gas Blower
Botens Straight Shaft Gas Weed Eater
KAAZ STRAIGHT SHAFT GAS WEED EATER
SEVERAL OLD SCHOOL TABLES
2 SMALL DISPLAY COUNTERS
SAUERKRAUT CABBAGE CUTTER
30 GAL OAK KEG
7 CROSSFIT SAW
Scott’s Push Spreader
5 FT WOOD LATHE w/KNIVES
DEWALT 12 IN TABLE SAW
(2) ONE MAN CROSS CUT SAWS
Robinson & Myers Power Matic 16 In
Model 160 Planer Single Phrase
VICTORIAN ROCKER & SETTE
SEVERAL OLD WOOD TABLES
VINTAGE TONGUE & GROOVE CEILING
BOARDS-ALL LENGTHS
ANTIQUE JENNY LYNN BED
VINTAGE MAHOGANY RECORD CABINET
SINGLE TREES—WOOD & METAL
BUCK SAW
BREAST TREES
OLD FRO
ICE TONGS
LOG GRABS
DRAWING KNIVES
CANTI HOOK
FOOT AD
VINEGAR BARREL PUMP
WHEAT SICKLE
ANTIQUE BENCH TOP GRIND WHEEL
WELL TICKLES
FIRE PLACE POT
BUGGY STEPS
ANTIQUE OIL CAN
SHOE LACE
SEVERAL BLOCK PLANES
4 COTTON SCALES w/PEAS
ANTIQUE CANE CUTTER
SEVERAL ZINC JAR LIDS
1/2 GAL OAK WATER BUCKET
OLD OIL LANTERNS
FLAT IRONS
MULE DRAWN SLIDING PLow
VINTAGE PHILICO TABLE TOP RADIO
STIMSON SCALaES
T-MODEL JACKS
20 GAL WASH POT
STUMP VISE
SEVERAL CHAIN BINDERS
WE WELL WASHING AUGER Set
2 HAND TRANSPLANTS
5 MULE COLLARS
SEVERAL SETS OF HAYNES
ROYAL BOAT MOTOR by ALAS
ROYAL WILLYS M38 JEEP w-4-134L Engine
12 PCS CRAFTSMAN 1 IN SOCKET SET
7 METAL AMINO BOXES
ANTIQUE TRANSIT w/TOOLTIP
CLIPPER BELT LACER
WILTON 6 IN BENCH GRINDER
CORDOM ALUMINUM BOAT WINCH
JOHN DEERE ROUND THERMOMETER
WOOD TOBACCO LOOPING HORSE
ELLSWORTH JEEP PARTS
JOHN DEERE RACING MOWER 13 HP 38 IN Cut
(NEEDS WORK)
GRISTMILL STONE
3 LIGHT POLES
25 GAL WASH POT
YTK 24.K48 HUSQVARNA RACING LAWN MOWER
ACL RAILROAD DEPOT BAGAGE & FREIGHT CARRIER
1952 WILLYS M38 JEEP w-4-134L ENGINE
24 VOLT SYSTEM
14 IN CAST IRON FRYING PAN w/LID
GM 671 DIESEL POWER UNIT on Ford Truck
FRONT END INJECTORS REBUILT, REBUILT BLOWER,
Two Boxes of Gaskets

AUCTION AT 10:00 A.M.

FAIRBANKS FLOOR SCALES Wood Blam
FAIRBANKS WORLD WAR I ARMY RECRUITING SCALES
ROYAL RALEIGH DRINK BOX
KNEE HOLE DRESSER
HOOSIER CABINET TOP
PINE BENCH
MAHOGANY GATE LEG TABLE w/HAND CARVED LEGS
3 PORCELAIN TOPS for HOOSIER CABINETS
MAPLE BOOK CASE BED
BITTY HATCHERY
VINTAGE WHITE CROSS PORCELAIN TOP STOVE w/OVEN
PAIR WAGON HUBS
VINTAGE MAHOGANY DRESSER
ANTIQUE MAHOGANY SECRETARY
OAK ICE BOX-READY FOR RESTORATION
LOTS OF SCHOOL DESKS
6 FORD MOTOR WRENCHES
12 PCS CRAFTSMAN 1 IN SOCKET SET
7 METAL AMINO BOXES
CRAFTSMAN ROUTER
SILICRAFT SKILL SAW
BLACK & DECKER SKILL SAW
3 FEED SCOOPS
FAIRBANKS FEED HAND CART
4 SAW TOOTH SETTERS
3 SQUARE HEAD PIPE WRENCHES
ANTIQUE TRANSIT w/TOOLTIP
CLIPPER BELT LACER
WILTON 6 IN BENCH GRINDER
CORMER ALUMINUM BOAT WINCH
JOHN DEERE ROUND THERMOMETER
WOOD TOBACCO LOOPING HORSE
WILLYS JEEP PARTS
JOHN DEERE RACING MOWER 13 HP 38 IN Cut
(NEEDS WORK)
GRISTMILL STONE
3 LIGHT POLES
25 GAL WASH POT
YTK 24.K48 HUSQVARNA RACING LAWN MOWER
ACL RAILROAD DEPOT BAGAGE & FREIGHT CARRIER
1952 WILLYS M38 JEEP w-4-134L ENGINE
24 VOLT SYSTEM
14 IN CAST IRON FRYING PAN w/LID
GM 671 DIESEL POWER UNIT on Ford Truck
FRONT END INJECTORS REBUILT, REBUILT BLOWER,
Two Boxes of Gaskets